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“Yeah, after we’ve upgraded our habits, what are we going to do once we run out of spirit stones to
refine.”

“What else can we do, we’ll cultivate on our own.”

“But, we’re so used to upgrading quickly that when we really want to cultivate on our own, when we
haven’t progressed for decades or centuries, I’m afraid we won’t be able to get our minds right, we
simply don’t have the patience.”

“So, we have to tell ourselves now that we must be patient once there are no more spirit stones, it’s all
under our control, not absolute, alright, don’t think about it so much.Let’s go, let’s go spread the news
about the auction of the flying swords, these five mid-grade superior flying swords of mine, I think
that many families will want them.”

“Ugh.”Mu Qianji said in his heart, what a great way to take from the people and sell to the people.

After that, Omi and Mu Qianji came to the inn and spread a message out.

The message read, “In ten days, Omi will be auctioning off five intermediate and superior magic
weapons at the Yu’s Auction House, anyone who needs them is invited to come and auction them off.”

After this message was put out, Omi and Mu Qianji went to close the door.

Omi continued to sacrifice his magic artifacts, he had been sacrificing his magic artifacts for so long,
but unfortunately, he hadn’t been able to sacrifice the high grade artifacts to go.

It felt difficult.

And so, in a blink of an eye, ten days had passed. The first website m.kanshu8.net

Early this morning, Omi and Mu Qianji arrived at the Yu Clan Auction House.

Of course, because the Yu Clan’s Exaltation Stage only had the two that escaped left, the Yu Auction
House had become an empty shell, and the staff inside had been disbanded.As for the Yu Clan, since
there was no longer an out-of-body stage in town, it was swallowed by some other families.The Yu
Clan existed in name only, and the children of the Yu Clan were instantly reduced to the untouchables
of the Four Seas.Of course, if they still had geniuses rising in the future, they could still return to the
pinnacle.Therefore, the sons and daughters of the Yu Clan all secretly vowed to cultivate hard,
revitalize the family, and seek revenge on Omi in the future.Therefore, the genius sons and daughters
of the Yu Clan hid themselves for fear of being killed by Omi for safety reasons, not allowing him to
find them.

Unfortunately, they had really underestimated Omi, who had no intention of killing the geniuses of
the Yu Clan, let alone eradicating the Yu Clan from the face of the earth.

Omi was truly disdainful.



Omi arrived at the Yu Clan Auction House and waited for a short time, more and more people came.

After ten days, the entire Four Seas family heard that Omi was going to rank the intermediate superior
flying swords, although everyone knew that these intermediate superior flying swords were robbed by
Omi, but it didn’t affect the sales, after all, those people were already dead.

Soon, the auction hall was packed with people.

“Everyone, no more nonsense, let’s start the auction of the first intermediate superior magic weapon
now, pay with one hand and deliver with the other, as you all know, these magic weapons were
snatched by me, the original owners are dead, so you can shoot without any fear.”

“Below, the first magic weapon to be auctioned is the magic weapon of the second ancestor of the
Ziyang Family, Purple Shadow, the starting price is 50 sixth grade spirit stones.”Omi took out the first
magic artifact and said.

At the scene, the people from the Ziyang Family were very upset when they saw that flying sword, but
they didn’t dare to trouble Omi because even the Yu Clan had been destroyed, if they looked for Omi,
it would be a death sentence.

As soon as Omi brought out this magic weapon, the ancestor of the Ziyang family said, “Omi, this
magic weapon is my second brother’s.”

Omi looked at the Ziyang ancestor and smiled, “So what if it is, you have the guts to come over and
grab it.”

“You.”The ancestor of the Ziyang family was furious, watching Omi auction his second brother’s

A magic weapon, but there was nothing to be done about it, and there was no apology at all from the
other side, even if it was a nice, condoling word.

“Start shooting.”

“60 pieces.”

“One hundred.”

“130.” at this time, Old Ancestor Ziyang shouted.

Omi didn’t expect that Old Ancestor Ziyang would actually participate in the auction, it was originally
their family’s, but unfortunately, they were unable to snatch it back and had no choice but to shoot it
back.

“140.”

“141.”

At this moment, Omi shouted, “Alright, this magic weapon, stop the auction, Old Ancestor Ziyang, this
magic weapon, it was originally your family’s, since that’s the case, I won’t hack you, how about this,
135 sixth grade spirit stones, give it back to you.”

Old Ancestor Ziyang originally wanted to shout 150, he must buy his second brother’s magic weapon
back, but since Omi gave it to him cheaply, of course he wanted it.



“Hmph.”Old Ancestor Ziyang grunted and took 135 pieces of sixth grade spirit stones and went up to
exchange the magic weapon with Omi, although Omi gave it to him cheaply, but he didn’t appreciate it
because it was originally his second brother’s ah, killing his second brother not to mention, but also
taking away 135 spirit stones from him.

“The following is the auction of the second magic artifact.This magic weapon is the flying sword of the
previous Ning Clan’s ancestor Ning Fang, start the auction.”

“70.”

“90.”

“110.”

“120.”

“125.”

“145.”

After the price went out to 145, no one shouted upwards, because, this magic weapon, was Ning
Fang’s previous one, a flying sword of inferior quality.If it was the one that Ning Fang had bought for
180 sixth grade spirit stones, it would be worth fighting for, in fact, many people had come today for
that flying sword, the one that had been auctioned off once before by Omi and bought by Ning Fang.

“Here’s the third magic weapon, it’s from Yu’s Third Ancestor.”

In the end, it was bought for 140 Sixth Grade Spirit Stones.

“Below is the fourth magic weapon, also the magic weapon of the Third Ancestor of the Yu Clan.”

This one, in turn, was bought for 146 Sixth Grade Spiritual Stones.

“The last magic weapon, this one, was previously bought by Ning Fang, frommy cousin Liu Fan, after
Ning Fang bought this magic weapon, he directly discarded his own original use of it, and used this one
instead.I’m sure you all can see that the quality of this flying sword is more than a notch higher.”Omi
took out the last flying sword, this flying sword, which Omi had previously stolen from the Ning
family’s old eight, was then sacrificed by Omi to the upper intermediate grade and rebuilt in
appearance.Therefore, the high quality was self-evident.

When Omi took out this flying sword, everyone’s eyes were blazing, most of the people who had come
today were here for this flying sword, and they had seen the quality of this flying sword when Ning
Fang used it before.

Omi said, “This flying sword, let’s just start the auction from 180.”

“I’ll bid 200.”

“205.”

“215.”

“220.”



After waiting for several minutes, no one added any more, because it was really expensive, and
although this flying sword was of high quality, without spirit stones nothing was imagined.More than
two hundred and six grades of spirit stones, is the entire family, decades of harvest ah, even forty or
fifty years to save up, today to auction the flying sword, most of the people have poured out their
family fortune.
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